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Support for UTCs
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UTCs give young 
people a relevant 
educational journey 
with an ambitious 
destination at the end
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Baker Dearing exists only to support University Technical 
Colleges (UTCs). Established in 2009 with an original 
focus on opening new UTCs, Baker Dearing now sits at the 
centre of the network and is uniquely placed to provide 
co-ordinated assistance to, and advocacy for, UTCs. 

UTCs, through their association with employers and 
universities, through project-based learning, and through 
a focus on technical subjects, bridge the gap between 
the world of education and the world of work. I am proud 
that 48 UTCs across England educate 16,000 students, 
supported by more than 400 employers and universities. 

Lord Baker, Chairman
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Baker Dearing has a small team of highly experienced staff who help UTCs directly, and 
commissions proven expertise from across the network. The charity’s support addresses only 
the unique and distinctive aspects of UTCs, help for which is hard to find elsewhere in the 
wider education system. This assistance includes, but is not limited to, improving the delivery 
of technical education, raising student recruitment, strengthening employer and university 
engagement, and improving UTC finances.

In addition to general programmes of support, during the last term alone, around half of all UTCs received 
individual help with the delivery of technical education, multi-academy trust transfers, preparation of financial 
plans, governance matters, and the recruitment and management of employer partners, etc. 

During the new academic year, both directly and through collaborative networks and brokered expertise, Baker 
Dearing will provide UTCs with support in: the delivery of various technical specialisms; all aspects of employer 
engagement; preparation for Ofsted inspections; a broad range of finance matters including benchmarking and 
internal scrutiny; as well as wider educational and leadership matters.

1
Support for UTCs

“The most successful UTCs have very strong links with employers, Baker Dearing introduces and facilitates 
links between individual UTCs and suitable employer partners. The combination of these factors makes a 
difference to UTCs – and to the students and communities they serve.” – Cherry Tingle, Energy Coast UTC
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In addition to education support, Baker 
Dearing staff assist with the development of 
financial recovery plans, where needed 
incorporating benchmarking, financial 
peer review and advice and advocacy when 
negotiating with the ESFA. 

As a consequence of the Covid-19 crisis,  
Baker Dearing also recognises that strong 
UTC employer and university engagement 
are more important than ever to ensure 
that all student leavers can secure the 
right  destination. Therefore, the charity 
is  allocating additional resource to  
programmes of support for employer  
recruitment, employer-led projects 
and  advice, and multi-UTC employer  
engagement activities.

Finally, with the majority of UTCs moving  into 
multi-academy trusts, Baker Dearing assists 
with the complex and time-consuming 
process of transfer, and in particular, works 
with multi-academy  trusts which already 
contain a UTC, to help them grow. 
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2 Fostering a supportive 
community across the 
UTC network:

Baker Dearing provides a rich programme of events for UTC staff 
and governors; regular advice and guidance, as well as general 
communication, across all UTCs; and research, data and analysis 
regarding programme developments. The charity also uses its 
purchasing power to achieve discounts on various third-party services.
 
Last year, in the summer term alone, Baker Dearing conducted over 
30 online events for UTC staff and governors. The charity also helped 
UTCs to navigate the challenges caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and 
changes to assessments by issuing short guidance reports specifically 
for UTCs.

This year, Baker Dearing is running events, mainly online, for a range 
of UTC staff (Principals, specialism leads, employer engagement 
leads, finance professionals, and marketing leads) and governors. A 
provisional schedule can be found on page 17. The charity has also 
negotiated a variety of discounts for all UTCs, including a reduced 
price per student for GL Assessment. A full schedule of discounted 
and free services for UTCs, including Redborne support and entry into 
the Baker Awards, can be found on page 18.
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3
Shaping the policy, regulatory, and media  
environment for UTCs:
The political and policy landscape for education is constantly changing. It is imperative that the 
unique and relevant education offered by UTCs enjoys strong advocacy within government, the 
media and other important stakeholders.

Baker Dearing, as the representative body for the UTC programme, is well placed to achieve this aim. The charity 
maintains strong relationships with senior staff at the DfE, ESFA, Ofsted and various examination boards to shape a 
supportive policy and regulatory environment. The charity actively engages with individual Members of Parliament 
to ensure strong local support for UTCs.

Last year, as well as maintaining a termly dialogue with personnel at the eight regional schools commissioner 
offices, Baker Dearing held various meetings with Ofqual to ensure that UTCs were treated fairly within the changes 
to assessment for summer 2021 examinations. The charity also met with the Minister for Schools and the Secretary 
of State on several occasions, representatives from the Education Select Committee, and about half of those 
MPs with a UTC in their constituency, to raise the programme’s profile and to lobby for support. Baker Dearing’s 
Chairman remains very active in the national media. 

Baker Dearing receives no income for its support for UTCs directly from the DfE. The charity’s activities are funded 
through a combination of the UTC Licence Fee and donations from grant-making trusts. The objective every year is 
to raise and spend a minimum of 50% more than the income received from the Licence Fee, to ensure that all UTCs 
across the programme receive outstanding value for money. A summary of Baker Dearing’s full range of support for 
UTCs can be found on the following pages.

“Your advocacy has made such a difference to so many students’ lives and their future prospects. I am 
enormously grateful to you all at BDT.” – Vanessa Ogden, Mulberry Schools Trust
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Lord Baker, Chairman Simon Connell, Chief Executive Ken Cornforth, Director of Education

Kate Ambrosi, Asst. Director of Education Magdalin Clancy, Senior Advisor Mike Halliday, Senior Advisor

Lord Baker is actively involved in promoting 
UTCs through Baker Dearing, the charity 
he founded in 2009.

bakerk@parliament.uk

Simon runs Baker Dearing and leads on 
all policy initiatives for UTCs, particularly 
engagement with the DfE, ESFA and other 
key stakeholders.
sconnell@utcolleges.org

A very experienced ex-headteacher, Ken 
leads on all of Baker Dearing’s initiatives 
to raise UTC standards.

kcornforth@utcolleges.org

Kate manages all the UTC specialist 
network activities, serves as exam board 
liaison, and handles aspects of employer 
and university engagement.
kambrosi@utcolleges.org

A highly experienced school leader, 
Magdalin leads on our support for all UTC 
finance-related issues. 

mclancy@utcolleges.org

Mike is responsible for Baker Dearing’s 
employer engagement support for UTCs 
and the UTC Core Employers Group.

mhalliday@utcolleges.org
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Ros Kipps, Events & Comms Manager Ian May, Finance Director Tom Revington, Senior Advisor

Nicolas Heslop, Senior Advisor Louise Wilson, CEO’s Assistant Kathy Fogarty, Chairman’s Assistant

Ros manages Baker Dearing’s successful 
events programme and handles 
communications with UTCs and the 
outside world.
rkipps@utcolleges.org

Ian manages the day-to-day finances or 
Baker Dearing, including UTC Licence 
arrangements.

imay@utcolleges.org

An experienced strategy and leadership 
consultant, Tom is a longstanding advisor 
on all Baker Dearing’s policy initiatives.

trevington@utcolleges.org

Nicolas is well-known around the corridors 
of Westminster and supports Baker 
Dearing with policy and lobbying.

nheslop@utcolleges.org

Louise helps Baker Dearing to run 
smoothly and, amongst her many tasks, 
manages Simon’s diary.

lwilson@utcolleges.org

For over 30 years, Kathy has 
helped Lord Baker to manage his 
parliamentary, professional, charitable and 
literary commitments.
kfogarty@utcolleges.org
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Impact
“Baker Dearing, in my opinion, 
has been the reason that the 
UTC model/movement is gaining 
in strength and has succeeded 
where other similar initiatives have 
fallen. Being part of a larger group 
and able to learn from each other 
and position UTCs to make such 
a difference to students who have 
a passion for STEM and working 
with employers in an innovative 
and profound manner is truly 
transformational.”

- Jo Harper
CEO, Activate Learning Education Trust
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• 48 UTCs are open today educating c.16,000 students 

• The DfE has supported the UTC programme and publicly 
acknowledged the UTC brand and Baker Dearing. A 
Memorandum of Understanding between Baker Dearing 
and the DfE sets out the key principles to ensure a 
collaborative working arrangement.

• The DfE and ESFA have committed to significant 
operational support to help all UTCs to succeed;

• Ofsted and the DfE have recognised publicly that 
Progress 8 and EBacc are not appropriate accountability 
measures for UTCs, whereas destinations would be a 
more suitable measure;

• Ofsted inspectors have developed a deeper 
understanding of UTCs. As full inspections resume in 
September 2021, two-thirds of UTC grades are currently 
good or outstanding. Four UTCs are now recognised as 
outstanding.

• The ESFA and HM Treasury have a greater appreciation 
of the additional costs of running a UTC, when compared 
with a mainstream secondary school;

• DfE grant of Transitional Funding has been secured for 
each of the past five years totalling £900,000 per UTC;

• c.400 employers and universities have been 
recruited nationally to support UTCs;

• A  practical model of employer engagement within a 
schools setting has been developed, and third parties 
recognise UTC success with project-based learning;

• Outstanding student destinations after leaving UTCs, 
into hard-to-fill areas of the economy including Level 
4+ apprenticeships and STEM courses at university, 
have been achieved;

• Political support for UTCs has been demonstrated 
across parties;

• The Baker Clause aims to raise awareness of 
technical education by requiring all schools to 
permit UTC staff to talk to their students, and was 
incorporated into the 2017 Technical and Further 
Education Act;

• Summer school funding totalling £1.26million was 
secured on behalf of UTCs in 2021;

• Most importantly, the life chances of almost 40,000 
students have been materially improved, by providing 
them with an education today which really does 
prepare them for tomorrow’s careers.
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https://www.utcolleges.org
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https://www.nfer.ac.uk/evaluation-of-university-technical-colleges
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Tailored support for 2021-22
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Education support

Cat               Type of need          Focus (not exhaustive)                                                                                                                  Charge to UTC

1

2

3

4

Current 
leadership / 
governance 
challenges

• Integrated policy response to the pandemic disruption (SLT/Govs)
•  Ongoing learning from UTC inspections (SLT/Govs)
• Monitoring student destinations to meet the UTC vision (Govs)

None

High-rank 
requests*

• Integrated policy response to the pandemic disruption (SLT/Govs)
• Ongoing learning from UTC inspections (SLT/Govs)
• Monitoring student destinations to meet the UTC vision (Govs)
• Curriculum intent, design and implementation (SLT)
• Embedding good governance practice and school evaluation in readiness 

for inspection (Govs)
• Responding to individual needs: disadvantaged and SEND (SLT/Govs)
• Employer and university impact on quality of education (SLT/Govs)

None

• Functional literacy for access to level 3 (SLT)
• Teaching & learning: policy and practice (SLT)
• Ensuring students leave work-ready (SLT/Govs)
• Health & safety systems and promoting staff well-being (Govs)
• Curriculum planning and meeting statutory requirements (Govs)

Baker Dearing 
subsidy

Mid-rank 
requests*

Bespoke
requests*

• Confidence in safeguarding (SLT/Govs)
• Building the personal development curriculum (SLT)
• Strengthening behavioural systems (SLT)
• Specific subject support (SLT)
• Improving student attendance and engagement (Govs)
• Governance support for student recruitment (Govs)
• Supporting the new Chair of Governors (Govs)

At cost

*As identified by Principals and/or Chairs of Governing Bodies 
For more information, please contact Ken Cornforth.
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Specialist
network support
To foster collaboration amongst UTC staff members responsible for similar industry specialisms, Baker Dearing 
has created and facilitates four teacher networks: engineering, digital, health and creative media. The resulting 
cooperation has given rise to the valuable opportunities for UTCs outlined below, and Baker Dearing is building on 
these activities to provide an even more comprehensive, mainly virtual, specialist network programme going forward. 

Events and training: For each of these four networks, UTC staff meet half-termly to share best practice, to 
solve curriculum-related issues, and to learn from employers and other experts. In addition, through regular 
communication, Baker Dearing keeps the members of each network informed about relevant issues, such as the 
introduction of T Levels. 

Collaborative employer-led projects: Baker Dearing originates and manages fully-funded multi-UTC employer 
projects, such as 2020’s Rise Mentoring and Academies programme for media UTCs; the Callisto ‘moon base’ multi-
UTC project; a digital health project led by UTC Sheffield OLP; and the UTC Cyber Day. These projects complement 
single UTC activities and provide opportunities for UTC staff and students to collaborate.

Careers support for students: In addition to The Baker Award, Baker Dearing organises regular employer-led 
careers advice sessions for students. Events to date have included UTC-only meetings with the Dyson Institute and 
the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory.  

For more information, to join the networks, or if you have suggestions for further projects or topics for the networks, 
please contact Kate Ambrosi.
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Sponsor 
engagement support
Sponsor lead support:  Baker Dearing provides structured support to help UTC Sponsor Engagement Leads to 
implement, manage and improve their planning and delivery of employer- and university-led activities. As well as 
conducting a termly review call to share insight and provide advice and support to the Leads, Baker Dearing hosts 
a series of events throughout the academic year for UTCs to share projects and models of delivery, and to receive 
training and advice on all aspects of employer and university engagement. 

Employer engagement ‘health check’: As UTCs emerge from the operational challenges caused by the pandemic, 
Baker Dearing seeks to assist governors in ensuring that all facets of employer and university engagement are 
implemented effectively. Thus, a broader programme of support – a sponsor engagement ‘health check’ – is being 
introduced to achieve this aim. Upon request, we can work with a Chair of Governors to maximise UTC sponsor 
representation and engagement through a series of initiatives. 

For more information, please contact Mike Halliday.
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Finance support
Internal scrutiny: The Academy Trust Handbook requires all trusts to have a programme of internal scrutiny to 
provide independent assurance that financial and non-financial controls and procedures are effective.  Upon 
request, as part of the Licence Fee, Baker Dearing can conduct an internal audit to cover key elements including 
systems, internal controls, transactions, governance and risks tailored to the specific requirements of a UTC*.  A 
summary report of findings, recommendations and benchmarks will be submitted to the UTC’s board.

Strategic financial management training: Greater emphasis is being placed on Trustees to oversee “effective 
financial performance,” and UTCs have particular requirements, opportunities and challenges. Therefore, as 
part of the Licence Fee,’Baker Dearing is offering individual board training for governors in UTC finance, financial 
regulations and how to ensure compliance.  Areas covered include revenue funding, resource management and 
integrating curriculum and financial planning, as well as the importance of benchmarking and available tools to 
improve financial efficiency. 

ESFA advocacy: There are now 14 members of staff working in the ESFA’s dedicated UTC team. Baker Dearing 
meets regularly with senior professionals within this team to support individual UTCs with various financial matters 
and to discuss UTC-wide policy initiatives. Upon request, Baker Dearing can support any UTC with a specific 
business case. 

*The audit will NOT cover safeguarding (except for high level questions) or Health and Safety
For more details on any of the above, please contact Magdalin Clancy.
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Events
Baker Dearing runs 
a varied programme 
of events across 
the year for UTCs, 
including regular 
industry specialism 
networks and support 
for key functions 
within UTCs (e.g. 
marketing, employer 
engagement, finance). 
We bring UTC 
leadership together 
twice a year to share 
best practice, at 
our UTC winter and 
summer conferences 
for Principals and 
Chairs of Governors, 
in addition to more 
frequent virtual 
catch-ups on matters 
of interest arising 
throughout the year.

Autumn term 

Principals meetings (half-termly)

Vice Principals meeting

Core Principals meeting

Governors meetings (half-termly)

Finance seminar

Marketing network (half-termly)

Employer engagement network 
(half-termly)

T Level standards board 
(half-termly)

T Level implementation workshops 
(subject based)

Specialism networks (half-termly) 

UTC winter conference*

House of Lords tea party*

*Events held in person

Spring term 

Principals meetings (half-termly)

Vice Principals meeting

Core Principals meeting

Governors meetings (half-termly)
Finance seminar

Marketing network (half-termly)

Employer engagement network 
(half-termly)

T Level standards board 
(half-termly)

T Level implementation workshops 
(subject based)

Specialism networks (half-termly)

Summer term 

Principals meetings (half-termly)

Vice Principals meeting

Core Principals meeting

Governors meetings (half-termly)

Finance seminar

Marketing network (half-termly)

Employer engagement network 
(half-termly)

T Level standards board 
(half-termly)

T Level implementation workshops 
(subject based)

Specialism networks (half-termly)*

10th anniversary dinner*

Media showcase*

UTC summer conference*
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U
TC

 discounts and free activities

 Organisation     Arrangement       Price         Price to      Saving per                                                                               Note
                                                                                            UTCs            UTCs

SSAT Discount 
for all UTCs

£1,180 £545 £950 General membership of SSAT, offer excludes attendance at SSAT 
annual conference.

The Key Discount 
for all UTCs

£1,495 £1,000 £180 A discount of 15% if one product taken and 20% if two or more taken.

Admissions+ Discount 
for all UTCs

£2,500 £1,250 £1,250 First year discount of 50% followed by three more years at 20%

GL
Assessment

Discount 
per student 
for all UTCs

£20 £13.50 £975 Complete digital solution including CAT and baseline testing (saving 
per UTC based on 150 students).

Prodigy
Learning

Discount 
per student 
for all UTCs

£160 £130 £2,250 An exclusive 20% discount on Microsoft (MOS & MTA), Adobe (ACA) 
and Autodesk (ACU) online learning, practice tests and 
certifications. (Saving per UTC based on 75 students.)

EduLead Discount 
per principal 
for all UTCs

£3,497 £2,497 £1,000 An opportunity to transform your performance as a leader whilst 
creating a thiriving personal life through professional coaching and 
mentoring. 7 UTC Principals have participated so far.

Pro16 Plus £1,200 £1,000 £200 Used by 20 UTCs to maximise their post-16 funding. Pro16 Plus reviews 
census submissions and seeks to maximise income based on student 
core aims. They conduct a full review of the allocation calculation toolkit.

Discount 
for all UTCs

Redborne
Data

£450* £0 £450 All UTCs have access to Redborne’s termly data analysis of their 
students’ progress from entry at both KS4 and KS5, with reports to 
support school evaluation and intervention. 

Free support 
for all UTCs

Baker Award £750* £0 £750 Please see page 19.Free entry for 
all students

Total combined saving if all taken                                       £8,000

18
*Cost subsidy by Baker Dearing

https://www.ssatuk.co.uk/
https://thekeysupport.com
https://applicaa.com/admissions-plus/
https://www.gl-assessment.co.uk
https://www.gl-assessment.co.uk
https://www.prodigylearning.com
https://www.prodigylearning.com
http://www.pro16plus.com/index.html
http://stibelcher@redborne.com
http://stibelcher@redborne.com
http://www.utchub.com/the-baker-award
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The Baker Award for 
Technical Education
Recognising excellence in the next generation of 
engineers, computer scientists and technicians.

The Baker Award for Technical Education spotlights the success of 
young people choosing technical education and encourages wider 
support from parents, businesses and other stakeholders. 

Open only to students at UTCs, The Baker Award recognises 
a combination of qualifications, work experience placements 
and the development of wider competencies required in the 
workplace, such as communication skills and problem solving. 
These competencies are demonstrated during the course of the 
academic year through students’ participation in team challenges 
and projects, and in a final external interview. Such abilities are 
difficult to test through exams, but are vital in adult life: in particular 
employers see them as extremely valuable. For many students, it 
marks the first step towards becoming a Registered Technician.

The Award is offered at three levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold. At 
the end of Key Stage 4, Bronze and Silver Awards are based on 
achievements in GCSEs and Level 1 or 2 technical qualifications 
(eg. BTECs and OCR Nationals). The Gold Award is based on A 
Levels and/or Level 3 technical qualifications.

Participation in the Award is free for UTC students.
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Contact us

Baker Dearing Educational Trust  
1 The Sanctuary 
London 
SW1P 3JT

Phone: 020 7960 1555 
Email: director@utcolleges.org 
www.utcolleges.org

@utcolleges          @UTColleges


